China's Ozone2Climate Artwork Contest Officially Launched

Asia Pacific Regional Ozone2Climate Art Contest was recently launched in China under the guidance of the Ministry of Ecology and Environment and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) OzonAction, Asia and the Pacific to encourage the public, especially young people to participate in ozone layer protection and climate change action. The selected winners’ artwork of each category will represent China in the finals of UNEP’s Asia Pacific Regional Ozone2Climate Art Contest.

According to the contest rules, the submitted artwork must be relevant to the theme/topic of the contest which includes Achievements, actions, benefits related to ozone layer protection and climate change mitigation attributed to the Vienna Convention, the Montreal Protocol including the Kigali Amendment, or 2021 World Ozone Day Theme - Montreal Protocol - Keeping us, our food and vaccines cool. The categories of artwork include photography, drawing and graphic design.

The contest is divided into two age groups, namely youth group and general group, and entry is open to both individuals and teams. Multiple artwork entries are permitted to be uploaded for each participant. All participants should upload their artwork to the platform of China by scanning the QR code to enter the mini program for submission via WeChat. At the same time, participants are encouraged to share their artwork via the micro topic page of "Protect Ozone Layer and Address Climate Change" on Sina microblog. The deadline for submitting artwork entries is 31 March 2022.
Information about the contest can be found from the WeChat official accounts "Weiyanhuanbao", "China's Environmental Publicity and Education", "Foreign Environmental Cooperation Center (FECO) of the Ministry of Ecology and Environment" and the micro topic page of "Protect Ozone Layer and Address Climate Change" on Sina microblog. Information is also available on the official website of UNEP Ozone Secretariat (https://ozone.unep.org), or the special page of 2021 World Ozone Day (https://ozone.unep.org/ozone-day/montreal-protocol-keeping-us-our-food-and-vaccines-cool).

Mini program for submission